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Transitioning from conventional foods to a grain-free Paleo lifestyle can be a daunting
proposition to most people. Hayley Mason and Bill Staley, authors of The Food Lovers Primal
Palate, show you how easy it is to take any dish and make it Paleo!Adapted from Chinese,
French, Mexican, and classic American meals, the over 200 mouthwatering recipes are each
accompanied by vibrant photos and thoughtful notes to ensure you recreate each dish with
ease. Beyond its wealth of recipes, Make It Paleo describes fundamental cooking techniques,
includes tips for selecting the best ingredients, and chronicles a variety of menus for holidays
and special occasions. Hayley and Bill demonstrate how to make cooking gourmet Paleo meals
a carefree affair for everyone, from a kitchen rookie to a seasoned chef. Make It Paleo is filled
with meals that all lovers of great food will enjoy, whether they follow a grain-free lifestyle or not.

About the AuthorHayley Mason, a high definition makeup artist trained in Hollywood, never
thought she would be applying her styling talents to grass-fed beef and grain-free desserts
rather than the eyes and cheek bones of movie stars. In just over a year, Hayley has become one
of the most acclaimed culinary forces driving the grain-free cooking movement. Her practical,
efficient, and methodical cooking style in Make It Paleo shows that delicious grain-free eating
can be easily attained by anyone and leave you feeling as if nothing is missing from your plate.
Her holistic approach to health, wellness and nutrition is a common thread that weaves its way
through every recipe in Make It Paleo.Bill Staley, a landscape architect and seasoned artist,
brings his wealth of creative talents to the table in Make It Paleo. Drawing upon nearly a decade
of experience in graphic design, photography, and various other artistic pursuits, Bill now brings
his eye for aesthetics to the kitchen. His keen sense of photo composition and expertise with the
software and technology required to record each dish are both immeasurable and integral to his
role in creating Make It Paleo and The Food Lovers Primal Palate.
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Angela, “BEST Paleo Cookbook On The Market!!. I never cooked for my family before I stumbled
upon Bill and Haley's blog. We used to just heat chicken nuggets in the microwave and open a
can of corn for our children and call it "dinner". When I found their blog I noticed that most of the
ingredients they used were minimal and the dishes seemed relatively easy for a "non-chef" like
myself. A few months later I had printed recipes and made my own version of a cookbook, so
when I saw that they were making an actual cookbook, I couldn't wait to order it!I have bought
many cookbooks in my lifetime, but most of them I could only see my family eating maybe 5-10
of the meals and then it would go into the cupoard of misfit cookbooks never to be seen again.
When Make It Paleo came to my mail box, it felt like Christmas morning because I knew there
would be recipes my family and I would love! I sat down and read it cover to cover and was
AMAZED that there were probably only 5-10 recipes that my family wouldn't eat most of which
are seafood (they don't like seafood)! My mouth was watering looking at the beautiful photos of
the dishes along with reading the descriptions and ingredients. I have had the book for only 2
days and have made over 6 recipes from the book already. My favorite is the Carrot Cake that I
made for my husbands birthday. Never had he had a healthy birthday cake and was blown away
with the flavor and moistness of the cake.My extended family has been watching our Paleo
lifestyle and the changes that we have made. They are now on board with trying it and I told my
MIL that she had to get this cookbook. Bill and Hayley's goal in creating this cookbook was to
show the world that changing your lifestyle for the better doesn't mean that you have to
"sacrifice" all the food and flavors you love. They hit the nail on the head and have definitely
shown our family and extended family that the flavors in the food are richly enhanced when you
use fresh, raw, pure ingredients.I owe them so much more than just this review! They have
helped change our life and the lives of my children. We now eat everynight together around the
dinner table and I never hear any complaints from them about not liking the food they are given.
They eat every morsel!Thank you from the bottom of my heart for investing the time and energy
it takes to change the world one plate at a time!”

E. M. Copus, “Great book with great recipes!. Great recipes, great book! I have been living Paleo/
Primal for over 2 years now and have never felt so well. My weight has never been a problem but
the all-over-the-body pains and aches have completely gone after I adopted this lifestyle. This
book has just added to my array of recipes, so a great addition!”

Carl K, “One of the best.. Some fantastic recipes in this book. Well laid out with great pictures
and for £6 (Kindle version) Wow.We have about half a dozen Paleo recipe ebooks, this has gone
to the top of our list, well done guys.”

J. Mikkelsen, “So good. It's a very inspiring book - and I've made a lot of things from this book.
The recipes are easy to follow and very tasting too.”



Rachel R., “Great paleo cookbook.. **Come notato, questo libro e' scritto in inglese. Anche le
misure sono "imperial" (americane). Se qualcuno ha una domanda riguardante le ricette o le
misure, chiedetemi! :)**I absolutely loved this book! It's full of delicious gluten-free, grain-free
recipes that are still a pleasure to prepare and eat. It's the thickest of my paleo cookbooks and
has the most versatile selection of recipes. I highly recommend it as a second paleo cookbook.If
you're looking for a "first" paleo cookbook, I'd recommend "Practical Paleo" by Diane Sanfilippo
as it has menus, spice blends, pantry lists, and other information I found to be very helpful when
first starting out with the paleo diet in addition to many wonderful recipes.”

Sarah, “Helped us make the transition to Paleo. We've tried almost 50% of the recipes in this
book so far and LOVE every single one of them. It is by far the best Paleo cookbook that I have
come across yet, the recipes are easy to follow and the photographs of each dish make me
hungry every time I read the book. My husband and I have lost a combined total of 50 lbs in 4
months eating mostly recipes from this book. I even bought a copy for my Mom who was
avoiding gluten and she is now converting to Paleo with the help of this book. You can serve
these recipes to non-Paleo friends and they won't miss anything. Definitely my best Paleo
purchase so far.”

The book by Kay Robertson has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 531 people have provided feedback.
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